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                          EDITORIALES 

 

1. FIRST STEPS OF THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OF THE UIPAN 

AUXILIARY OF THE NOTARIADO 

 

From its beginnings, the constituents of our UIPAN Association made it clear that the 

auxiliary one of office of notary needs continuous training to perform his professional work. We 
are collaborators of a public function in the legal extra-judicial area delegated by the States in 
the Notary as an official in most of the countries where the Latin notary system governs. 

 It is not chance that our Association UIPAN, it includes as central letter of his anagram the word "P" 

of Professional. UIPAN is not a Political entity, deepens his roots in the professional char-acter that 

must preside at the whole action of the employees of Offices of a notary. 

But we were also aware of the immense task ahead, the ability to provide aid and notarial 

training to a potential of more than eight hundred thousand colleagues around the world, in 

addition to the difficulty of doing so in multiple Languages. 

Before this immense work, which could intimidate anyone, the team that heads UIPAN, with 

enthusiasm and tenacity, little by little, step by step, is achieving certain milestones to make this 

reality possible. Between these milestones and until now, we have achieved: 

 

1. Make two training courses on notarial matters that are reaching 25 countries. In 

October, they will be added to the two mentioned courses, a new one on the interesting 

title "The notarial public instrument". 

2. We have reached agreements with the Argentinian platform ELNOTARIADO.COM and 

CEDEU (Center of University Education) to allow us to use its platform and dispense the 

Diplomas of improvement. 

              3.  We are recruiting volunteers to help us provide tutorials in different languages on     
              these   courses. 
 

              4. We hope to start a summer course, for October, a course on the European Probate    
              Regulation   and   its application in Spain and Italy. 
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5.  And on October 7, after our presentation as an international association to all 

Notaries, at the Congress of Notaries of Europe, we will hold the first seminar of training 

of trainers, with the aim of stimulating and proposing ideas and UIPAN faculty members, 

which is being solicited from many countries, among which are Notaries Aides with 

academic qualifications or extensive professional experience, Notaries, Lawyers, 

University Professors, etc. 

 

In short, in just over a year, we have drawn up a global training plan, which we hope will also 

have the support of notarial institutions. 

 

We honestly think that the best help we can do for our colleagues around the world is to provide 

them with educational and corporate support, to feel part of an international organization that 

has the same common problems and different ones, but that is with them. 
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2.  WAGE EQUALITY OF NOTARY ASSISTANTS 

 

According to the Gender Gap Report of 2016, of the World Economic Forum in 74 of the 

144 countries analyzed, the indices of equality between what women and men perceive have 
fallen. According to the OECD, the gender pay gap is defined as "the relative difference in the 
average wage / hour for men and women" within the economy as a whole. 
 

Naturally, this situation also arises in the sector of Notaries, although we can not generalize. 

There are several factors that can cause wage inequality in Notaries, such as: 

1. - Women continue to have little presence and access to the highest positions within the 

Notary, as officers or directors of the office. This situation has to be corrected, since it is 

necessary to reward the capacity and qualification, regardless of the sex of the aspirants. 

              2. - In some cases, family reconciliation still prevents women from gaining access to 
positions of greater responsibility. After giving birth, the woman usually receives maternity and 
breastfeeding leave and, sometimes, a reduction of the day for the care and attention of the 
children, which inevitably temporarily distances her from active work. Some women in addition, 
give up a prosperous professional race. 
 
This inequality in the assumption of responsibility for children must be remedied. The Notaries 

should promote family reconciliation and attend, as a team, the maternity leave or reduction of 

the companion's days. We can all go through stages in life where we have to absent ourselves 

from our work, by illness, transfer, etc. And it would not be just, that we should be degraded in 

our responsibilities and our legitimately acquired reward. 

 

There is no doubt that the legislation has 

made much progress but not social 

customs and norms. We have to defend 

the equal pay of all the employees of 

Notaries, attending to their work, 

technical qualification and professional 

experience. 

There is still a lot to do, but everyone, 

women and men, we have to change our 

chip in this regard. 
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3.     FIRST INFORMAL  MEETING WITH THE INTERNATIONAL 

UNION OF LATIN NOTARY 

On February 1, 2017, the first contact between the new President of the International Union of Latino 

Notaries (UINL), José Marqueño de Llano and the President and Secretary of UIPAN, Juan Carlos Martínez 
Ortega and Alberto de La Vega López, as a result of the decoration of our comrade José Gómez, to which 
we will refer later. 
 

Since that day, there have been several unscheduled conversations and information remittances, 
having received the support of the UINL to sponsor through the imposition of its Logo to UIPAN 
publications, the first entitled "Practical Application of Notarial Principles". 

At that event, we also agreed with the President of the CNUE, the Notary of Madrid José Manuel 
García Collantes, departing friendly.  

There is a common interest in training and other fields to be realized, pending an official meeting 
in Rome in the coming days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

José Gómez, José Marqueño, J.C. Martínez y Alberto de la Vega 
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4. JOSÉ GÓMEZ DE LA ROSA AWARDED BY THE MINISTER OF 

JUSTICE 

 It is a pride for all of us to know that our 

distinguished colleague José Gómez de la Rosa, 
Albacete Notary Officer, former President of FEAPEN 
and constituent promoter of our UIPAN Association, on 
February 1, 2017, in the Parcent Palace, Ministry of 
Justice, in Madrid, was awarded with some Notaries, 
the award of the Medal of Merit of Justice, received by 
the Spanish Minister of Justice, Rafael Catalá. 

The Minister gave a glimpse of the great professional 
and corporate trajectory of José who, without a doubt, 
is totally deserved, because in a few occasions we are 
before a partner as human, professional and 
committed as Pepe. 

In addition, Pepe (who we call his friends) is one of the 
promoters and founders of UIPAN. 
 

Congratulations, we are very proud of your successes. 

 

        5.  THE ROME ASSEMBLY SETS THE ROAD TO FOLLOW 

 

The Assembly held in Rome, on May 27, 2011, set the course for 

the Association to follow. It was held at the Hotel Mercure Roma 
Piazza Bologna, Via Reggio Calabria, 54 (Rome, Italy), and 
demonstrated the extraordinary atmosphere of friendship and 
professionalism of the Board of Directors and fellow assistants 

The economic balance of the Association and the direction taken by 
UIPAN were approved in corporate and training projects, many of 
which are set out in this Bulletin. 
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The meeting was welcomed by Vice-President UIPAN, Dina Nicosia, who reaffirmed UNIC @'s full 
support for the creation of the International Professional School of UIPAN and other events by 
reading an emotional letter from the President of the Italian Association , Gabrielle Rossetti, who 
was unable to attend the event. 
 

President Juan Carlos Martínez then reported on 
all the achievements and projects carried out in 
one year. 

First of all, she thanked all the people who have 
collaborated in some projects, among others, 
Anne Mellou (Greece) Maria Rosa Crespo 
(Belgium) Sérgio Barros (Portugal) and Michela 
Crecentini. 

 

  

He emphasized that the Notaries Assistants of the world must find their place in the Notary and 
this happens to gain a prestige and position 
before the notarial institutions for being 
fundamental in the Formation of the collective 
of employees of Notaries. 
 

He explained the progress, courses and 
objectives of UIPAN, opening a constructive 
debate among all the attendees that showed 
the involvement of all the projects of the 
Association, many of which are indicated in 
these pages. 
 

 
 
Particular emphasis was placed on the preparations for the Congress of Notaries of Europe to be 
held in autumn in Santiago de Compostela, which we will deal with later. Attendees were given 
certain tasks to ensure that our participation in this notarial event is a success. 

Miguel Ángel Bueno Amarillo, a commissioner or collaborator with the Presidency of the UIPAN 
Communication Committee, was appointed. 
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We also talked about the expansion of UIPAN, indicating our comrade Anne Mellou an early 
contacts with partners from Bulgaria. 
 

But  in addition, those attending the Assembly, along with some relatives, took advantage of 

the weekend to visit the city and enjoy its monuments, typical Italian gastronomy, its streets and 
its people. 
 
It was an unforgettable trip not only because the city of Rome is wonderful, but also because it 
gave us the opportunity to meet again with companions and companions from other Italian 
cities, Greece and Spain, being able to share experiences and moments that we will not forget 
easily. 
 
We are already making preparations for our next meeting that will take place on October 7 in 
Santiago de Compostela, we count on you. YOU CAN NOT LOSE THIS! 
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6. UIPAN COURSES: "INTRODUCTION TO NOTARY LAW" AND 
"PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF NOTARY PRINCIPLES" CONTINUE TO 
UNDERSTAND MUCH INTEREST. 

      At this time, many training courses are being given on the above subjects 

 

So far, more than 400 people have 
benefited from this program that our Association 
is giving under the auspices of 
ELNOTARIADO.COM. Every day we receive 
registrations from many parts of the world, and today, the classmates who are tutoring such 
courses are Héctor Tapia, Valladolid Official, and Juan Carlos Martínez, Madrid Official. 

 

We had participants as assistants, officers a Notary and auxiliary of Notary, Notaries, 
Attorneys, or students advanced 
in Law. 

The second course of 
UIPAN, which deals with 
"PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF 
NOTARY PRINCIPLES", deeper and 
more extensive than the first, is 
having an outstanding acceptance 
among the dozens of participants. 

 

It has been announced through 
social networks that the third 
course that UIPAN is preparing is 

entitled "THE NOTARIAL PUBLIC INSTRUMENT", whose agenda we are preparing at the moment, 
hoping to start teaching it from next October. 

 
 

THE NEXT UIPAN COURSE THAT WILL BEGIN IN THE MONTH 

OF OCTOBER HAS THE TITLE: 

"THE NOTARY PUBLIC INSTRUMENT"” 
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7. UIPAN SIGNS A COLLABORATION AGREEMENT WITH THE 

CENTER OF CEDEU UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
 

On February 23, 2017, the UIPAN Association has signed a collaboration agreement with CEDEU 
(Center for University Studies), a center attached to the public university Rey Juan Carlos. 

The agreement was signed by the Director of CEDEU, Alfonso Cebrián Díaz, and the President of 
UIPAN, Juan Carlos Martínez Ortega. 

By virtue of this agreement, CEDEU will offer logistical and training support for all its own courses 
that in the field of Law and Notary Law dispense UIPAN, certifying some courses among them 
that they dispense through the Platform of ELNOTARIADO.COM. This academic contribution will 
give these courses a very important university support. 

UIPAN intends in October to give the third course referred and to give on a regular and 
continuous basis all the courses, which will have the support of CEDEU, which are: 

 Introduction to Notarial Law 

 Practical principles and values in the performance of Notary auxiliaries 

 The notarial public instrument 

 

Once the above three courses have been passed and two more courses have been created, 
participants who exceed the 
five courses will be able to 
obtain, at an additional fee, the 
title of PROFESSIONAL 
TECHNICIAN IN NOTARY RIGHT 
to be issued by Rey Juan Carlos 
University, located between Top 
10 Universities in Spain. 

In addition, they will plan 
possible courses of 
Postgraduate courses for 
Auxiliary of Notaries, which are 
estimated in more than 800,000 
professionals worldwide 

 
 

In addition, with this agreement, UIPAN affiliates will be able to access higher university 
education at prices that are very suitable and convenient for the collective, including university 
degrees. 
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8. OUR PARTNERS JUAN PABLO PÉREZ VELÁZQUEZ AND JUAN 

CARLOS MARTÍNEZ ORTEGA RECEIVE A ACCESS FROM THE 

AEQUITAS FOUNDATION 
 

    On January 23, 2017, the AEQUITAS awards were held. The event was chaired by the Spanish 
State Attorney General, Mr. José Manuel Maza Martín, accompanied by the President of the 
Aequitas Foundation and the General Council of Notaries, Mr. José Ángel Martínez Gil. 

 

One of the accolades was awarded to our dear colleagues, Juan Carlos Martínez Ortega 
(President of UIPAN, FEAPEN Honorary President and Notary Officer of Madrid) and Juan Pablo 
Pérez Velázquez (Professor of University and former Notary of Seville) for his Work "Universal 
accessibility in building. 
 
 
We are very happy to have among us 
people who are so committed to the 
disabled and the most vulnerable.  
In fact, and this is a first, the work of our colleagues will be published by the prestigious Spanish 
foundation ONCE. 
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9. PUBLISHES THE FIRST BOOK EDITED BY UIPAN: 

"PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE NOTARIAL PRINCIPLES" 
 

With great joy we can announce to you that the first book published by UIPAN, entitled 

"Practical Application of the Notarial Principles", is already on sale. 

The Book has served as the basis 

for the course with the same name that 

has received such a good reception 

among the many participants of the same 

throughout the world. 

The author is our indefatigable 

companion, Juan Carlos Martinez Ortega. 

The book emphasizes the most important 

notarial principles in the development of 

our work and how we can and should 

apply ourselves in our work in the 

Notaries around the world. 

One relevant fact of the book is 

that it has the support and endorsement 

of the International Union of Notaries as 

you can see on the cover of the book. 

Undoubtedly, supposes an accolade to 

our Association and evidence that we are 

doing things well, with high doses of 

professionalism. 

The book is very easy to read and 

easy to read, has 104 pages and has 

contrasted many notarial ordinances of various countries where the Latin Notary. We are sure 

will be of your interest, you can order one. 

We are studying the possibility of translating it into Italian, Greek and English, and making a 
digital version in Spanish, all of which, of course, we will inform you promptly. 
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10. THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF UNIC @ BALANCE OF 10 

YEARS OF ACTIVITY AND PROGRESS 
 

On Saturday, June 10, in the beautiful city of 

Bari took place the 10th National Assembly of 
Unic @, the Association of notary assistants of 
Italy. 
 
The meeting was a wonderful opportunity to 
remember and celebrate the birth of UNIC @, 
recalling a brief history by the current Maurizia 
Bertoncino Notary, founder and first elected 
President. It was his idea in 2007, following the 
so-called "lenzuolate" of the government, to 
found an association that would bring together notary assistants to represent them before 
notaries at a time of great concern about the employment impact of the liberalization decree. 
 
The National Assembly began with the report of President Gabriele Rossetti, who did not fail to 
count the successes achieved by the UNIC @ Training Center in recent years, especially the latest 
university projects that have been launched. 
 
Vice President Dina Nicosia, who described the areas of participation of the UNIC @ Training 
Center with UIPAN, the International Union of Auxiliary Notaries established last year, and which 
held its Assembly in Rome, from what we have informed you. He recalled that UNIC @ will be 
present at the 4th Congress of Notaries of Europe, which will take place next October in Santiago 
de Compostela and that will be attended by Italy with its delegation. 

 
He related the achievements 
of the Association and the 
importance of training, 
through the new web 
platform that presented, with 
ongoing seminars, the 
development of new 
publications made by Italian 
notary assistants. 
 
The Assembly opened the 
discussion among colleagues, 
highlighting the potential of 
the projects presented and 
the desire to expand 

membership over the next few years through a range of consistent initiatives and services. 
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  11. UIPAN WILL BE IN THE 4TH EDITION OF THE EUROPEAN 

NOTARIAL CONGRESS IN OCTOBER 2017 
 
 As we have already advanced in the previous Bulletin, the European Congress of Notaries 
organized by the Council of Notaries of the European Union (CNUE) will be held on 5 and 6 
October 2017 in Santiago de Compostela. 
 
We are working so that our long presentation in an event as important as this one is positive and 
has the repercussion in the Notary that we are looking for: recognition and knowledge of our 
existence and activities. 

 

We have organized an express Committee to attend to the many tasks that will require us to be 
in Congress, such as: 
 

 Use of a stand 

 Preparation of two diptychs in three languages each to distribute to attendees 
 

 Preparation of several publications to present: The book "Practical application of notarial 
principles" and "Professional performance of the Notary Auxiliary", as well as notarial 
publications provided by FEAPEN. 
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 Making a Video showing the work that Notary's assistants do, which will be shown with 
subtitles in several languages (Spanish, Italian, English, French and Portuguese) on a TV 
that will be installed in the stand. The video was recorded by Film Director Nadia Mata 
and recorded in a Notary's office in Madrid, in Rome and at Uipan's headquarters. We are 
sure you will enjoy this recording. 

 
The congress will have a scientific orientation with the objective of analyzing the civil and 
commercial law and the making of legislative proposals to the European Commission. Two 
themes are foreseen: the role of the notary in the development of digital materials and the 
transfer of the company's headquarters within the EU. 

 

UIPAN whit  the backing of the Associations 
FEAPEN and UNIC @ will be in said Notarial 

Congress, of which we will inform you. 

It will bring together notaries from all over Europe and prominent speakers in national and 
European politics, entrepreneurs, academics and justice professionals, who will share their 
experiences. 

Naturally, UIPAN has the full support of the FEAPEN and UNIC @ Associations, and for the first 
time, will be presented as an international organization to Notaries throughout Europe AND THE 
WORLD. 

 

        12. A SEMINAR OF TRAINING INSTRUCTION SHALL BE 

CELEBRATED AS THE FIRST ACT OF THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL 

OF THE NOTARY UIPAN 
 

It will take place in Santiago de 
Compostela, on October 7, in the 
halls of SOCIAL ABANCA (formerly 
Caixanova), in the central Plaza de 
Cervantes, numbers 17-18. 
 
At this international meeting, all the 
employees of Notaries are invited, 
after registration in the Uipan 
Secretariat, especially those who 
wish to collaborate, in some way, in 
the training, preparation of syllabi 
and logistics of the International Professional School of Auxiliary Notary. 

Free entrance, after registration in the UIPAN Secretariat. 
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                                                         PROGRAM 
9:45 h.  Delivery of documentation.  The event will be moderated by Juan Carlos Martínez 
and     
             Dina Nicosia. 
 
10:00 h.  Welcome act. Juan Carlos Rodicio Rodicio. Vocal of Uipan.  
 
10:10h.   Presentation of the International Professional School of UIPAN.  
                Juan Carlos Martínez Ortega – President of UIPAN. 
 
10:30 h. “Training? Yes thanks! Dina Nicosia. Vicepresident of UIPAN. 
 
10:50 h.   The professional training of Notary employees is fundamental for their future  
                 Gabriele Rossetti. Vocal of UIPAN and President of UNIC@. 
 
11:10 h.   How to face the challenge of teaching. Your first time.  Juan Candela Cerdán. 
                Training consultant of FEAPEN. 
              

11:30 h. - Coffee break 
 
11:50 h.  Teaching closeness is the key to success in learning. Ángel Bautista Mesa. 
                Training consultant of FEAPEN. 
 
12:10 h.  The preparation of tutorials vital piece to convey information. Anne Malleu. 
                Vocal of UIPAN. 
 
12:30 h.  Pedagogical guidelines to be effective in training courses.  Juan Carlos Martínez  
               Ortega. Professor of University 
 
12:50 h.  Closing of the act. Dina Nicosia. Vicepresident de UIPAN.      
 

ESCUELA INTERNACIONAL PROFESIONAL UIPAN 
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 13.  THE PAPER USED FOR NOTARIAL DOCUMENTS 

 

Each country and every Notary in the world has its singularities. In this issue of the Uipan 

Bulletin we are going to go into the role used in the public instruments that are authorized in the 
Notaries. We will be able to appreciate the diversity and the existing guarantees. 
 
 
SPAIN 

 

One of the advantages of the notarial act is the original document in which the signatures are 

stamped by the intervening parties and which the notary authorizes with his signature, initials 
and sign, and remains forever and safely deposited first in the Notary and then , In the Files 
enabled for the purpose. In fact, part of the notarial fees charged are to cover the cost of 
preserving the document. 
 

That implies that the parties do not have to worry if they destroy or lose their copy, because you 
can always get another. Nor do they have to worry about one of the parties altering or falsifying 
their copy, because you can always make a comparison with the original document, which, of 
course, has a prevalence over copies.    
 

 
At present in the Spanish Notaries, 
the Exclusive Paper for Notary Documents 
is used, which is worth 0.15 euros per 
folio, in accordance with the provisions of 
article 71 of the Regulation on the 
Tax on Patrimonial Transactions and 
Documented Legal Acts, which subjects 
every act in That meet the requirements, 
to write: 
 
 
 

1º.The matrices and authorized copies of the deeds and notarial deeds, as well as the 
testimonies. Single copies are excluded from tax. 
 

2º.In accordance with art. 154 of the Notarial Regulation, the testimonies and DOCUMENTS 
UNITED TO THE MATRIX not extended in letterhead must be subject to the corresponding 
reimbursement for mobile timbre (or cutting it from a folio) and its disuse by means of the 
constancy on the same of the date of accrual. 
 

3º Nor are the policies intervened by a notary (that is, the part prepared by the bank), but the 
INTERVENTION OF THE POLICY written by the Notary is not subject. 

Papel timbrado                     Papel timbrado 
Copia autorizada          copia simple 
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Simple and authorized copies: 
  

There are two types of copies, the so-called authorized copies, which are issued on letterhead, 
have the same value and effects as the public deeds of which they are reproduction, and the 
simple copies, which are issued in paper of the Notarial College and lack Of the effects of 
authorized copy, its function and effects being merely informative. 
 

Electronic copies of notarial documents: 
 

Copies may be on paper or electronic media. The copies authorized in paper format must be 
signed and signed by the notary who issues them, while if they are in electronic format, they 
must be authorized with the electronic signature of the notary who issues it. 
 

Electronic copies, authorized and simple, can only be issued for referral to another notary or a 
registrar or to any judicial body or public administration, always within the scope of their 
respective competence and by reason of their office. In this way, there are simple electronic 
copies that are sent, for example, to the Autonomous Tax Administrations that request 
information of a taxable event, and electronic copies authorized, which are sent, for example, to 
the Property Registry or Mercantile Registry. 
 

 But the recipient of the electronic copy may be another notary: For example, when an 
authorized copy of a will or power of attorney is requested from another notary. In this case, the 
Notary receiving the copy may choose to review the data of the electronic copy received or 
transfer it to paper and incorporate it into the matrix to be 
authorized, making it appear in the body of the deed or act 
or due diligence. You can also transfer it to paper support 
without incorporating it into the handwriting, giving it to 
the interested party, for example. 
 
The transfer to paper can only be done by the receiving 
notary to preserve the authenticity and the notarial 
guarantee. Once the transfer has been made to paper, the 
notary will communicate it to the person who had issued 
the electronic copy, so that the person can record it by 
note in the matrix. 
 

Another characteristic of the original Spanish copies is the imposition of an adhesive security seal 
that is placed next to the signature of the Notary, providing an additional singularity preventive. 
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THE DIGITAL MATRIX for when? 
 

More and more the digital matrix is being discussed, mainly of how the notary would act before 
an electronic matrix writing. 
 

In fact, one of the reasons why the digital matrix is so important is because there are countries 
that are already developing it and some that already have it implemented. But it is also true that 
not all come from the same corporate or socio-political situation, nor have all adopted the same 
solution for the signature of the matrix, for its file or for its encryption. 
 

To give some examples, there are countries with paper-based systems that are in no hurry to 
move to the digital matrix system, such as Germany, others that are developing solutions based 
on proprietary files on pdf, such as Italy, and others that conceive as a matrix in the cloud that is 
visible from a browser, like Mexico. 
 
Among those who have adopted it, in terms of signature, there are countries that use digitalized 
signatures such as France, while others like Estonia do not contemplate the electronic matrix 
without electronic signature. The reason for each solution is found in its own idiosyncrasy: 
Estonia has a very high level of use of electronic signature devices, not France. But for France a 
simple electronic signature has the same effects as the manuscript. 
 

And what will happen in Spain? 
 

The future to date is uncertain, but there is no doubt that we have to be up to date, and the 
"2020 Project" that the CNUE (Confederation of European Notaries) wants to implement is that 
for that year there is no physical role in all The Notaries of Europe. Miguel Ángel Bueno. 

 

 

ARGENTINA  

    Argentina Counts on the presence of the Argentine Federal Council of Notaries, which 

establishes the Notaries' Colleges of the respective provinces; Remember that in some countries, 

such is our case, the term "scribes" is used with reference to "notaries". 

     As its acronym indicates CFNA exercises the representation of the notary in the national and 

international order and is composed of as many members as Incorporated Schools of Notaries, 

that is to say, one by the School of the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires and one by each 

province of the country . Although it performs the representation and fulfillment of the general 

purposes provided for in its corporate purpose, it does not interfere in any way with the 

direction or conduct of Notary Associations.  
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Provinces have their own notary laws, decrees, statutes, resolutions, rulings and regulations 

according to the Civil and Commercial Code of the Nation, regulations and statutes of the C.F.N.A 

and the International Union of Notaries, among others. 

     Looking at the past, it is opportune to recognize and cite with admiration the Argentine notary 

José A. Negri, a professional with great entrepreneurial spirit for the time, who was opportunely 

the first president of the 1st International Congress of Latin Notaries and; The author, for the 

most part, of a draft bill that was later promulgated by executive decree in 1947 as National Law 

No. 12,990. And in Article 11 delimits the essential duties of registration clerks, including: "a) The 

preservation and custody in perfect condition of the acts and contracts that it authorizes, as well 

as the respective protocols, while they are In his possession. B) Issue to the interested parties 

testimonies, copies, certificates and extracts from the deeds granted in their registry ..  "  

     Over time, each province begins to establish its own regulations, laws, resolutions, among 

others, in order to specify and regulate Notary's functions as well as establish special 

characteristics for the notarial protocol with certain security seals that allow to ensure its 

Authenticity and identification. 

          If we analyze some of the provincial 
regulations, the School of Notaries of the 
City of Buenos Aires in its Regulations for 
the use and sale of sheets, Article 1 sets 
the dimensions: "The measurements of 
the leaves will be: Full sheet: Width : 
21,59 cm Length: 32,00 cm Top margin: 
5,00 cm Right margin: 1,60 cm Left 
margin: 5,00 cm. The so-called 'average 
sheet' will have the same dimensions, 
except for the length, which is  
 

16 cm. " And in Article 2, its design: "The guard of the upper margin will contain the 
identification of the organic law that regulates the notarial activity in the area of the City of 
Buenos Aires. 
 
And the use for which it is intended can be foreseen; In addition to the shields of the College of 

Scribes and the National. The color of the guard and margins, numbered spaces and text will 

vary according to the type of sheet, according to what is established in this regulation. In the 

upper right margin and below the guard referred to, the serial letter or letters of the series and 

correlative numbering corresponding to each kind of sheet shall be printed in the printed ". 

While Article 21 establishes the special characteristics that the sheets must have: "... a) Notarial 

protocol sheets: red color, Series A. b) Protocol sheets" B ": purple color, Series B, with rows   
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c) Sheets Notarial acts: green color, Series N. d) Medium sheets: green color, Series T. e) 

Certification sheets of signatures and digital prints (with requirement in the respective book) 

and its annexes: green color, Series F.   f) Book of certification of signatures and digital prints: 

composed of 200 (two hundred) minutes each; Sheets with green margins, F Series, with lines 

and preprinted text. G) Movable sheets of requirement and certification of signatures and 

digital prints and their annexes: blue color, Series R. h) Special notarial worksheets for 

authorized scribes: purple, Series AU, with rows. i) Sheets for the issuance of copies of deeds 

and photocopied extraprotocols (concordance): green color, Series C, with preprinted text. j) 

Sheets for book entry: blue, L-series, with preprinted text. k) Sheets for issuance by the File of 

Notarial Protocols, copies of deeds and extra-protocol records: pug color, Serie P.  l) Sheets for 

the legalization, by the College of Notaries, of the signature and seal of the notaries of the 

demarcation: red color, Series L, with preprinted text. The designs, safety standards, series and 

colors of the leaves shall be those that the Board of Directors may decide at the appropriate 

time. " 

     And Law 404 of the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires, Regulator of the Notarial Function, in 

its Article 66 states: "The protocol sheets shall 

be provided by the College of Notaries at the 

request, without distinction, of the titular clerk, 

ascribed, Interim, where appropriate. " 

      The Province of Córdoba, which is located in 
the center of the country, has Organic Notarial 
Law No. 4183, Article 43 says "The public deeds 
will be spread in paper notebooks of ten pages 
each, with stamp and stamp Special for 
protocol, whose measures and letterhead, 
format and other characteristics will be  

 
established by the College of Notaries. The printing of the mentioned notebooks will be done by 
the College, with correlative numbering and sorting by series. 
 
Notwithstanding the numbering they carry, their pages must be numbered, with the 
corresponding numbering corresponding to the protocol of the respective year, in each of their 
sections, in their case, in letters and numbers. " 
 

And in Article 44: "The protocol notebooks shall be stamped and initialed by the president or a 
member of the Notarial Disciplinary Tribunal, who shall carry 'a book of protocol booklets' in 
which the headings shall be recorded in chronological order, Leaving a record of the name and 
surname of the clerk, number of the register, number of notebooks that are presented and 
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numbering of the stamps that compose it. 
The titular clerks and ascripts will request 
by note the rubric of the notebooks ". 
 
   Finally, I cite one of the provinces 

located in the south of Argentina, 

Neuquén, whose notarial function is 

regulated by Law No. 1033, its 

amendments and Regulatory Decree No. 

249/78. Article 36 provides: "The protocol 

shall be opened with a record on the first 

page indicating the year and registration 

number. 

It will be closed the last day of the year, with certificate by notary who is in charge of the 

register, expressing to what folio is written and the number of deeds that it contains. The folios 

that will remain blank after the closing act will be disabled with accounting lines". 

And Article 37: "The protocol must be bound within the first six months of the end of the year. 

The binding shall be in volumes not exceeding fifteen centimeters in thickness. The volume of 

each volume shall include an inscription indicating the year of the protocol, the registration 

number, the numbering of the folios that it contains, the name of the holder and of the ascribed 

person in his case, all in the order mentioned. 

As we pointed out, C.F.N.A takes coordinated measures among the Professional Associations of 

the respective provinces in order to contribute to providing legal certainty in the circulation of 

the instruments throughout the territory of the Argentine Republic. 

That is to say, the first point of the Decalogue of the Notary Colleges that the Escr. José Negri in 

1944 when the First Argentine Notarial Day was held in Córdoba and that he wrote it when it was 

only a simple association of law since in 1957 the Federal Council of Argentine Notaries was 

founded.  

And that says: 

“To manage from the public powers the laws, decrees, regulations, resolutions or agreements 

that grant a notary to a healthy, stable and judicious organization that ensures the perfect 

stability of the institution, either at the present time or in the future." 

                                                                                  Notaria. Abogada. Carina A. Castelli de Majul 
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PORTUGAL 

 

 

 
 

 
GRECIA 

 

The paper used by notaries in Greece is pale yellow and slightly 

thicker than normal. On yellow paper are printed 
prototypes, ie the contracts signed by the parties 
and the copy sent to the Property Registry. The 
remaining copies are printed on plain white 
paper. 
 
The acts that are written by hand, such as wills, the paper used is yellow 
with lines. This type of paper was also used in times when there were no   

                                 computers. 
 

 

With the privatization of the Notary in Portugal, the obligation to use a specific role is 

released. Each Notary chooses the material or paper he prefers, which, as we can imagine, is less 
rigorous than in the systems discussed above. But most use white stamps in their documents and 
the adhesive stamp of the Latin notary.  Sérgio Barros. 
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IN the documents of quantity we put stamps of 4 euros, in the acts without amount we put 
stamps of 1 euro and in the copies we put stamps of 2 euros. Anne Mellou. 

 
 
PERÚ  

 

The notarial paper in which the public deeds are printed is not standardized, therefore each 

Notary College of Peru chooses the type of notary paper, to be used by the members of its order, 
the only thing imposed by the Notary Act is that The paper must be serial and authorized by the 
dean or a member of the Board of Directors of the School to which the Notary belongs. 
 
Moreover, the weight of the paper is superior to any colored bond paper, for the case of the College of 
Notaries of La Libertad, the color of the paper is white with the impression of a stamp of the College of 
Notaries of La Libertad on the top Left, has edges and inside it has lines. 
 
When I work in Cajamarca, another city in Peru and north of Trujillo, which belongs to another College of 
Notaries, the color of the paper is half melon, it does not have lines or borders like that of the Notaries 
College of Trujillo, I saw that in the case Of Piura that is another city of the North of the Country the color 
of the paper is celestial, equal with the seal of the College of Notaries, numbering of the School but 
without any type of lines, therefore as I said it goes varying from one College to another, But no greater 
security elements are used in the protocol, under the understanding that each record (50 sheets of paper) 
that is purchased from the Notaries Association of the jurisdiction, the paper is with a single serial and 
therefore unrepeatable giving no possibility To change the role of protocol record, it is important to 
indicate that the Notary Act prohibits correcting or amending within the notarial record. There is no 
greater security in the notarial  
 
 

In the case of transfers called Notarial Parties, which are the documents that are mostly 
submitted to the Public Registry, if there is a unified national role in force since 01/04/2016, the 
Same that is of a melon color with security and numbering gels all issued by the Board of Deans 
of the Notary Colleges of Peru. 
 

Jannyree Holguin 
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ITALIA 

Article 53 of the Notary Act contains the provisions regarding the writing of the original of 

the public act, with the sole purpose of ensuring adequate conservation over time. The acts can 
be written by pen or machine, always with indelible ink (article 67 of the Notarial Regulation). 
And it is also admitted, the use of capital letters and electronic and computer writing systems. 
 
The public act must be written clearly and legibly, enshrines art. 53 of the Notary Act. 
 
Today the acts are written with electronic systems, but both with regard to acts completely 
handwritten, both in the case of insertion by hand parts of act (also by apostille), it is necessary 
that the document is written "with clear characters , Separated and easily readable "as expressly 
required by the standard. 
 
The mandatory use of indelible black ink for the drafting of 
the public document is not foreseen. 
 
The Act presupposes that the act was written on paper, but 
does not require the format; The sheet is defined as a 
"piece of paper" itself, it constitutes the "Unit" of paper 
format and generally the format is rectangular, but nothing 
prevents other formats. 
 
The page is defined as each of two sides of a sheet, if the 
sheet is destroyed, and written to book, this is composed of 
four sides or pages in practice the document is usually 
written in sheets use stamp (Four faces to book - Twenty-
five lines each face), but it is not uncommon to find it 
enlarged in sheets with or without lines (pre) printed A4 
format or A3 format. Nothing prevents it from being 
written on continuous forms (Lodovico Genghini - "The 
Form of Notarial Acts". 
 
 
It should be remembered that public notary acts, after one hundred years of the delivery done in 
the Notarial File territorially competent, appear obligatorily and in their totality they have duped 
the State file that will take care of them indefinitely. 
 
From this point of view, the integrity in the time of the document becomes an objective that 
imposes a special care in the moment of the writing and press. 
 

                                             Dina Nicosia 
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14.  CREATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL NOTARY SCHOOL OF  
        AUXILIARIES 

 

UIPAN was born with vocation of service, of help to the companions that are in any 

country where the Notary of the Latin type exists. 
The future lies in social networks and virtual communication. Distances have been greatly 
shortened and we can interact in real time with people who are thousands of miles from us. 
For this reason, we have to use new technologies to get closer, communicate, provide us with 
corporate support and valuable professional information for all auxiliaries of the Notary 
regardless of the country or continent where they live. 
 
We are aware that the work is enormous, that the effort and involvement of all will be 

important, but we also recognize that all worthwhile things are obtained with illusion, 

selflessness and commitment. 

 

   If you have teaching experience, desire and 
interest in participating as a teacher in the 
International School of Notaries Auxiliaries send 
us a brief curriculum vitae, indicating your name, 
address, academic qualification and provision. 

 
 

 The professional training of the collective of employees is one of the main purposes of UIPAN. 
Only if we are legally trained and educated can we dispense a good notarial service, and our 
labor expectations will be recognized laboriously and economically. It is not time to loosen 
hands. Each one owns their professional future and that happens, irremediably, to be formed. 
 
To this end, UIPAN is building the INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OF AUXILIARIES OF 
THE NOTARIATE, which like any educational center needs trained and capable teachers. For this 
reason, we are creating a faculty of teachers from different countries to help us in this task. 
 

 

To participate as a teacher in the INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OF AUXILIARIES NOTARIADO 
the following requirements are required: 
1).-Be in possession of a bachelor's degree in Law or Economics, be a Doctor of Law, Notary or Lawyer. 
2).- Be Notary Officer with a seniority superior to 10 years of experience in Notarial offices. 
3).- cv of people who speak Spanish, English, French, Portuguese, Italian, German and any other language 
of a country where the Notary is of a Latin type is admitted. 
4).- Manage the internet. Have email account as many of the courses. 
5) .- The courses will be mostly from a distance, although in some cases seminars and face-to-face courses 
will be organized. 
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This is a great opportunity to collaborate with a UIPAN, the Association of Notary Assistants. 
If you want to be part of the faculty of teachers send your curriculum vitae to the following 
email: formacion.uipan@gmail.com. 

 
In this project there is no one left, we need the best. Most of the courses will be taught in 
distance or virtual mode, as you can see in the next course that we have projected. We wait for 
you, together we can. 

 

         
15. - THE THIRD UIPAN COURSE WILL TREAT ON "THE NOTARY 
PUBLIC INSTRUMENT 
 

Following the success of the first two UIPAN courses "Introduction to Notarial Law" and 

"Practical Application of Notarial Principles", we can announce the Third Course that we will 
teach in distance mode and that will begin in early October 2017. 
 
This eminent practical course is about the main purpose of our work, the public instrument. Its 
parts, its contents, its variables, its copies, its nullity, etc. 
 
Together with the two previous courses you will be able to know more extensively the applicable 
regulations and aspects that we must know in our office. 
 
We are preparing an agenda that will be very useful for developing our work in the Notary, and 
we will include points from different notarial, European and Latin American legislations. 
 
 
As in the previous courses we will use the ELNOTARIADO.COM platform that sponsors this 
training program. 
 
We have tried to adjust the costs of the course to the maximum, in order to satisfy the expenses 
for the preparation of material, advertising and teaching. We have set the cost of 70 euros / 70 
dollars, which should be entered into the following UIPAN account: 
 
BANCO SABADELL, S.A. – Madrid, c/c ES17 0081 0569 8700 0230 7634 BIC-BSABESBB 
 

You can also pay at the PayPal address that is indicated on our website in the banner training. 
 
Although there is still time, you can make your pre-registration in formacion.uipan@gmail.com 
indicating your name, e-mail, country of origin and address. 
 
It's an opportunity you can not miss. It will make you much better professional and that will have 
positive consequences in your work. 
 

 

mailto:formacion.uipan@gmail.com
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 16. IMPORTANT COURSE ON "MEDIATION AND NOTARIAL     

       ACTUATION" 

    It is for those responsible for UIPAN a real pleasure to announce this course of "Mediation 
and notarial action", as it will be taught by a prestigious professional Ana Criado Inchauspé, 
lawyer and former Notary Officer, who is currently the President of the Madrid Mediation 
Association. 
 
Having Ana in our faculty is a luxury that we must value. We will use as in other occasions the 
Platform of ELNOTARIADO.COM, since this course will be taught at a distance and in Spanish. We 
also hope to be able to give it in French. 
 
The price of the course is 70 dollars / euros and you can pay in the account that we have listed 
above or through the banner of our website uipan.org through PayPal. 
 
After passing the course, CEDEU (Center for University Studies) will issue the corresponding 
Diploma. 
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                                                           COURSE INDEX 

I.-  INTRODUCTIÓN 

 

1. The conflict and its singularities. The dynamics of conflict. Study of the origin, motives and dynamics of  

    conflicts. 

2. Alternative Methods of Conflict Resolution (MASC) and Mediation. Conciliation, counseling, facilitation,  

    early neutral evaluation, facilitation, mini trial, neutral fact finding, Ombudsman 

3. The role of notaries and professional notaries in mediation. The process of mediation. The lifting of the    

    mediation agreement to the public. 

4.  Mediation tools applicable to the notary: 

4.1 Negotiation. Methods of negotiation. Strategy. Value creation. Generation of options. Examples 

4.2 Communication. Communication techniques. Generation of trust. Management of emotional aspects.  

     Unlock difficult situations. Non-verbal communication. Active listening. Techniques of mediation. 

5.  The mediator: Characteristics. Legal status. Deontology. Relations of the mediator with the parties.  

      Characteristics of a good mediator. 

6.  Civil and commercial mediation. Legal framework in Spain, EU and other countries. 

II.   CONCLUSIONS 

III. ANNEXES: Act of initiation of mediation - Final act - Model of mediation agreement - Videos 

 
 

17. UIPAN HAS PAYPAL TO RECEIVE FUNDS OF COURSES AND 
DONATIONS 
 
     As you know PayPal Holdings, Inc. is an American company that operates almost worldwide an 
online payment system that supports money transfers between users and serves as an electronic 
alternative to traditional payment methods such as checks and money orders. PayPal operates as 
a payment processor for online merchants, auction sites and other commercial online users and 
even physical merchants, charging a minimum commission. 
 
Companions from South America asked us to pay for the courses we are giving through this 
secure payment system, since any transfer costs as much as the course. There are countries like 
Venezuela where they have a difficult financial situation where it is being a very positive tool. 
 
Also those colleagues and sympathizers who wish to make a small donation to meet the logistics 
costs of all UIPAN projects will be very grateful, since so far everything is being funded by 
contributions from colleagues, and Associations FEAPEN and UNIC @. Your help is necessary. 
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18. INTENSE ACTIVITY IN SOCIAL NETWORKS 
 
Our UIPAN Association, little by little, is placing itself in an important position in social networks 
and search engines 

 
For example, if you type google the word UIPAN, we 
leave as a first choice with many activities. Equal first 
position is if you type Notary Assistant. And most 
surprising, if you type the word "Notary" in the search 
engine in Spanish we leave in third position. This is 
evidence of the continuous work we are doing. 

 
On the other hand, on Twitter, a few weeks ago we passed 1,000 followers, which means that it 
is in the networks continuously. 
 
And finally, in Facebook we have a consolidated page, with 
thousands of visits. Both Facebook and Twitter are published daily 
thanks to the work of a group of colleagues in Spanish, 
Italian, Portuguese, French, Greek, English and sporadically in 
German and Chinese 
 
Undoubtedly, a hard job that is having its rewards. 
 
 

 

+ 1.000 seguidores 
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 19.  HISTORY OF THE NOTARIADOS. 

In order to evaluate any organization it is necessary to delve into its roots and past. The future is 
composed of the traces of the past that shape and shape it. We can not understand the future, 
nor the present without looking back. 

In the next bulletins we will briefly delve into the history of the National Notaries, each of which 
has its own particularities. 

 19.1. THE NOTARIATE IN GREECE. 

The term "notary" (simvolaiografos = who writes contracts) of Greek origin appears for the first 
time in Byzantine law, dominating public officials who wrote testaments and all kinds of notarial 
deeds in the Greek language, dated with Greek and Roman numerals and Registered in a special 
book, the "Protocol". For notaries (or tavoulari or notarii) there was specific legislation 
influenced by Christianity, which regulated, inter alia, their duties, obligations, responsibilities, 
and sanctions for non-compliance, in order to protect the public interest and security of the 
transactions. 

The notarial institution was maintained during the Turkish occupation, with responsibility for the 
drafting of wills, marriage contracts and other legal transactions of Orthodox Christians, except 
for the transfer of real estate. 
 

With the creation of the free Greek state, Governor I. Kapodistrias, with the desire to create a 
modern and organized state, able to join so soon with the civilized countries of Europe, 
proceeded to promulgate several resolutions (laws) for the function of the State And its 
institutions. Among them, is the resolution of 11.02.1830, published with the number 67 / 03-23-
1830 General Diary of Greece, which regulated the notarial institution and became the Notary 
Code, in this resolution are based notary codes Later than modern day the institution. 
 

This first notarial code 
established the notarial 
functions that are applied until 
today. Notaries were 
considered as public officials, 
territorial jurisdiction was 
established and the invalidity of 
an act signed outside its 
territory, mandatory reading of 
the act before signing, the 
obligation to keep records of 
acts and wills, etc. 
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This resolution was in force until 1834 and was repealed by articles 166 to 213 and the court and 
notary organization, which was based mainly on the resolution promulgated by Kapodistrias in 
1830, with minimal changes and was repealed by Law 2807/1922. The new Notary Code was 
established by Law 670/1977, replaced by Law 2830/2000, which is applied until now, with this 
last law, the conditions of appointment of a notary are established, including, among other 
things, the minimum age Is 28 (out of 25, which was with the law of 1834), the previous work as 
a lawyer for 2 years (outside also in force with the law of 1834), possession of a university degree 
in law (in force with the Law of 1834), etc. 

 

Also with this last law it was established that a) the constitution, increase or reduction of 
positions of notary will be decided by the Minister of Justice, after a proposal by the courts of 
appeal of the country, b) the occupation of vacant posts will be after A national competition held 
at the Appeal Courts of Athens and Thessaloniki, c) the decision to appoint a notary shall be 
made by the Minister of Justice, published in the Official Gazette, d) the notarial offices shall be 
distributed geographically throughout the territory Greek, etc. 
 
From 1836, when notarial acts became mandatory for the transfer, alteration and elimination of 
royal rights (until then it was optional), the notarial institution became also a fiscal  institution, 
since the purpose of this provision was the control of Taxes on the transfer of real estate. 
 
 

Today, the notary is a state tax collection body, not only in the conduct of fiscal policy, since 
through notaries the state exercises control for the fulfillment of citizens' tax and social security 
obligations , For the correct application of urban implementation, enforcement of laws relating 
to the protection of forests and the environment in general, but also for the security of the 
country (special permission is required to acquire real property in frontier areas if Buyers are not 
citizens of the European Union). 
 
The result of all these controls is the increase of bureaucracy in the sense that now to draft a 
property transfer contract (either by sale or donation), the citizen is obliged to appeal to many 
public services (the hacienda, the Office for urban planning, social security offices, forestry 
administration, various organizations, etc.), and other professionals such as engineers, energy 
auditors, accountants) to enable the transfer. One consequence of this great bureaucracy, along 
with the economic crisis affecting Greece since 2009 is the large number of notaries who are in 
the country (The number of notaries amounted to 3,235 in 2011, and today only in the region of 
Athens there are 1430 Notaries) and the constant decrease of work. A survey carried out by the 
Greek  statistical authority has shown that during the period from 2004 to 2014 there was a 
steady decrease in notarial work, equivalent to 55% (500,992 transactions in 2014 compared to 
1,114,479 in 2004). In real estate transactions the reduction was 73.80%, in parental donations 
there was a 72.20% reduction, and in banks' loans a reduction of 78.10%, while there was an 
increase in the dissolutions of companies with Growth rates of 90.30%. 
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Of course the employees have paid the biggest and heaviest "price" of the crisis facing the notary 
in Greece, have been charged with large wage cuts, in many cases with non-payment of wages 
(there are many colleagues who in the last 3- 4 years pay "advances" or it takes 2-3 months to 
collect the salary), with the dismissal of warning (in these cases the employees are compensated  
with very little money and the years of work do not matter), the difficulty of finding Other work 
in which there is a decent salary, etc. . 
 

 
 

Τον τελευταίο 1,5 χρόνο περίπου, 
υπάρχει αύξηση των 
αγοραπωλησιών, καθώς πολίτες 
άλλων χωρών (ευρωπαϊκών και 
μη) αγοράζουν ακίνητα στην 
Ελλάδα, εκμεταλλευόμενοι την 
δεινή οικονομική κατάσταση των 
Ελλήνων πολιτών, ως εκ τούτου 
υπάρχει και αύξηση του 
εισοδήματος των 
συμβολαιογράφων. Πλην όμως, 
αυτό ακόμη δεν επηρέασε θετικά 
τους υπαλλήλους των 
συμβολαιογραφείων, ως προς 
τους μισθούς τους.  

. 

 

Dimitra Mimila. Asistente Notarial 
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20.   IN AUTUMN UIPAN WILL IMPARCE THE COURSE: THE 
EUROPEAN SUCCESSOR REGULATION AND ITS PRACTICAL 
APPLICATION IN SPAIN AND ITALY 
 

UIPAN is beginning to coordinate and prepare for the coming autumn the comparative law 

course in this important subject. 

Work is already being done on the 

content, teaching staff and preparation of 

the agenda 

The course will be distance learning and 
tutored by experts in the field (Lawyers, 
Notaries, Teachers and Notary Assistants 
with academic qualifications) from both 
countries. It is a novel initiative agreed in 
the Assembly held by our Association in 
Rome seeking to interconnect various 
regulatory  

The details of this course and program will be provided on our website and on social networks. If 
you are interested you can request additional information. 

 
We want this course to have the support of the International Notary to endorse the certificates 
of completion of the course. The coordinator of the course will be the Professor of the University 
Pablo de Olavide, Juan Pablo Pérez Velázquez systems. 


